
 
 

Peter Beier, Award-winning Danish Chocolatier’s Luxury Chocolates  
First Time In Singapore 

 
 

MEDIA RELEASE  
For Immediate Release 
 
SINGAPORE, March 8, 2020 - Peter Beier, award-winning chocolatier from Denmark has soft launched              
his luxury chocolates, for the very first time in Singapore. The collection, named ‘Heart Collection’ is                
100% handmade with ingredients from its completely integrated Farm-to-Table concept. From all            
production and out in the stores, Peter Beier chocolate uses cocoa beans from its own plantation in the                  
Dominican Republic and raw materials from Ørsholt Gods, its 130 hectares garden in Denmark that               
houses lakes and fields of apples, pears, cherries, almonds, walnuts and many other seasonal              
ingredients, reflecting the inspiration of the seasons of Denmark.  
 
Two boxes (5 Piece and 10 Piece Heart Collection) of heart shaped chocolates are available, each an                 
assortment of: 
 

1. *Ruby Heart: heart shape chocolate filled with strawberry ganache and covered with ruby             
chocolate 

2. Orange Heart: heart shape chocolate filled with ganache and orange oil, covered with dark              
chocolate 

3. Nougat Heart: heart shape chocolate filled with ganache and covered with milk chocolate 
4. Amber Heart: heart shaped chocolate filled with hazelnuts ganache and covered with amber             

chocolate with sea berry 
 

The heart, which is the traditional crest of the royal family, is provided with the love of Chocolatier.  
 
 
*Ruby Chocolate 
 
First it came dark chocolate,  then milk chocolate and in 1930 the white chocolate was developed.  

 

Peter Beier is a recognized and honored chocolatier trained in Denmark, England, France, Belgium Spain who has                 
won many awards. At the age of 22, he was appointed head of the prestigious Danish department store, Magasin                   
du Nord in Copenhagen. Seven years later, in 1996, he decided to create his own production of handmade                  
chocolate of the highest quality and founded the company Peter Beier Chocolate. The company's state of the art                  
production facilities are currently located on Ørsholt God's north of Copenhagen. There are 23 shops in Denmark,                 
1 shop in Sweden and Dubai. 
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Now for the first time in over 80 years, the world has managed to create a brand new chocolate - Ruby                     
chocolate. Peter Beier Ruby Heart is a naturally pink chocolate, developed from the reddish ruby cocoa  

 

bean that grows on Peter Beier’s cocoa plantation. It contains 47% ruby and is the world’s best Ruby                  
chocolate! The ruby chocolate has a signature slight sour taste with sweet and natural notes of berries. 

 
 
Sustainable Farm-to-Table 
 
As a completely integrated part of its Farm-to-Table concept, Peter Beier’s team of skillful employees               
carefully maintain the natural balance of nature, while creating the best possible conditions for growth of                
its cocoa trees. They are, therefore, planted in a diverse ecosystem with banana, papaya and coconut                
palms, as well as mango, lime and grapefruit trees. The luxury chocolate brand harvests its cocoa beans                 
every two weeks. They are fermented, roasted and conched by traditional means, after which the raw                
chocolate is transported to Ørsholt Gods. There it fits beautifully into its Farm-to-Table production of               
chocolate of the highest quality. 
 
 
Proudly Scandanavian  
 
Inspired by the seasons of Denmark, Peter Beier chocolate offers chocolate lovers a taste of its Danish                 
culture and nordic taste, bringing flavours from nature. 
 

 
Available at all Icenoie Hokkaido stores: 
 
5 Piece Heart Collection $29 
10 Piece Heart Collection $49 
 
Enjoy 10% off and free Icenoie Hokkaido soft serve/gelato (cup) with any Peter Beier purchase 
Enjoy a free 150ml Syle Aromatheraphy Hand Sanitizer with every $10 spent 
Enjoy free delivery with $88 purchase in a single receipt 
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won many awards. At the age of 22, he was appointed head of the prestigious Danish department store, Magasin                   
du Nord in Copenhagen. Seven years later, in 1996, he decided to create his own production of handmade                  
chocolate of the highest quality and founded the company Peter Beier Chocolate. The company's state of the art                  
production facilities are currently located on Ørsholt God's north of Copenhagen. There are 23 shops in Denmark,                 
1 shop in Sweden and Dubai. 
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Shaw House, basement 1 

(Within Isetan Scotts supermarket) 

1 Scotts Road. Singapore 228208 

Orchard MRT 

10:00 - 21:30, daily 

 

City Square Mall, B2-05-5 

(Within Don Don Donki) 

180 Kitchener Road. Singapore 208539 

Farrer Park MRT Exit I 

 10:00 - 22:00, daily 

 

Jewel Changi Airport, B2-243 

78 Airport Boulevard, Singapore 819663 

Changi MRT 

Sun - Thur: 7:00 - 00:00 
Fri/Sat/Eve/PH: 7:00 - 01:00 
 

Carlton City Hotel, level 1 

1 Gopeng Street. Singapore 078862 

Tanjong Pagar MRT Exit A 

12:00 - 22:00, daily (closed on Mondays, Tuesdays) 
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won many awards. At the age of 22, he was appointed head of the prestigious Danish department store, Magasin                   
du Nord in Copenhagen. Seven years later, in 1996, he decided to create his own production of handmade                  
chocolate of the highest quality and founded the company Peter Beier Chocolate. The company's state of the art                  
production facilities are currently located on Ørsholt God's north of Copenhagen. There are 23 shops in Denmark,                 
1 shop in Sweden and Dubai. 
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END 

 
 
For media enquiries, please contact: hazel@createsingapore.com  
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